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Principle of High Magic 101
All the way through the evolutionary stages of resurrection, the use of intelligence creates opposites.
When we evolve to the limitless life beyond, there are no opposites. We are then in the  
Infinite’s Dream, not the man-made dream within a dream.



Principle of High Magic 102
Release all past programs that expect opposition. When you realize that you have no opposites,  
life manifests your intent purely and accurately.



Principle of High Magic 103
Even in stages of resurrection, time is present. The resurrected life uses centrifugal (eternal) time.  
But because it is not a limitless condition, it is also not timeless. In the limitlessness  
of the Life of Immaculate White Light, time has no claim on you.



Principle of High Magic 104
Time demanded timing, and designed obstacles in your life as timing mechanisms.  
The principles of aging and death, and the gap between cause and effect,  
disappears when you enter the High Magic of the Limitless Life.



Principle of High Magic 105
Eight centers open and activate in the body to release the claims of time as we integrate and live the eight 
principles of limitlessness: (1) Receptiveness to boundless abundance. (2) Expecting manifestation that 
corresponds to intent. (3) Experiencing ever-expanding horizons of the future. (4) Living the miracle  
of closing the gap between cause and effect. (5) Trusting the body’s self-maintenance through eternal  
self-rejuvenation. (6) Releasing all relationship ties that bind by acknowledging the transient flow  
of others through your eternal life. (7) Ceasing the torment of continual self-correction by trusting  
the clear and effortless revelation of your next step. (8) When the eyes of innocence start to see  
the perfection behind the appearances, the concept of progress becomes meaningless.



Principle of High Magic 106
During all previous evolutionary stages, we have been trapped by the dreams of others.  
When we awaken into limitless life, we are in our own dream. Trust in your ability  
to determine and direct your own dream.



Principle of High Magic 107
As the sovereign,moving force of your environment, you may intend the outcome of events,  
but not try and control the way they arrive at the outcome. The Laws of High Magic  
pertain to you and your expressions in the environment.



Principle of High Magic 108
For the full sensual expression of individual physicality, it is necessary to be contracted in your vision. 
This prevents you from seeing how others are affected when life shifts to manifest your intentions.  
To try and control how life actualizes your intent may inadvertently harm others. State your 
benevolent intent and allow life to work out the details.
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